BLACKMORE RICOTECH

Asset ID Collection
Your requirements as a Data Controller under GDPR state you should know
exactly where an asset is at all times, thus protecting the data it contains.

Unless you can provide a complete inventory,
the days of us just loading equipment for disposal
into a van are gone.
You need to evidence that you’ve taken all reasonable steps to protect your data,
and now we can provide you with an accurate inventory before any item leaves your site.
Our Asset ID Collection saves you time and effort – but most importantly ensures you meet your
GDPR obligations. It’s part of our truly end-to-end Secure IT Asset Disposal service.

KNOW MORE
ABOUT YOUR AND OUR
OBLIGATIONS UNDER GDPR

See our
‘Secure IT Asset
Disposal and GDPR’
factsheet

What is it?
Asset ID Collection is our unique process of identifying and recording assets that are ready for disposal. It’s a key tool from
Blackmore Ricotech that ensures you protect sensitive data and meet your obligations under GDPR.
To us, it’s not an option. It’s part of our service when we’re your contracted ITAD.

Core risks:
– Personal data on redundant IT equipment.
– Configuration data on equipment that might give someone access to any personal data.
– IP or other sensitive company, client, supplier or staff data.

Why is it important?
Under GDPR you need to show you have ‘done enough to protect’ your data. Choosing Blackmore Ricotech to dispose of
assets will mitigate your risk. Our Asset ID Collection ensures you remain compliant with a thorough audit trail of every asset
undergoing disposal.
We then record a unique identifier – which is either your own company asset number or the asset’s serial number – so you have
a record of where each of your assets has gone.

Our service adheres with your data
protection impact assessment.

The on-site auditing process

Asset ID Collection

Our security vetted and uniformed staff attend your site and identify all auditable assets

Each item is allocated a unique barcode ID, using our specialist mobile IT asset tracking solution

Against this 10-digit unique ID, we record;
Class e.g. PC, Laptop, TFT (identifying it as data holding or not)
Your asset register number (if available, otherwise serial number)

Items secured in containers then into GPS tracked vehicle.
Smaller vulnerable items are put in uniquely numbered totes & sealed with a unique tamper seal.
Which are photographed with a date and time stamp.
Larger items are securely stored/segregated in large stillages in the vehicle.

An on-site report detailing every asset is signed by all and issued before leaving your premises,
along with the environment Agency Hazardous Waste Consignment Note.

Our Asset ID Collection process is just the start. Our unique Barcode IDs allow each item to be fully tracked:
• back to our facility
• through our Government approved data sanitisation process
• through the most Environment Agency sustainable processes
• and through to its final destination, to achieve and record the maximum value.
The entire process is audited as part of our ADISA accreditation.

If you have any doubt about secure IT asset disposal and your
obligations under GDPR, please contact us. Call 0800 880 3678.
hello@r3cycle.co.uk

www.r3cycle.co.uk

